This lesson should take about 4 or 5 academic hours to teach and practice. One academic hour is 40 minutes. However, if you have a class of very smart kids, this should take less time.

**Goal:** Teach singular and plurals of nouns and demonstrative pronouns.

**Vocabulary:** This, That, These, Those, Singular vs. Plural, Apple

### Presentation Stage

**Powerpoint:** Use the powerpoint or powerpoint video slide to present the language of the lesson. If you do not have overhead projectors or video equipment, another option will be to use the flashcards.

### Practice Stage

This is a grammar practice lesson which will form the basis of other lessons.

**Miming game:** Demonstrative pronouns should be taught and practised using the actions. Do actions with objects and let kids put in the words. For example bring some objects to class. One should be close and the other should be a bit far. Point and demonstrate the pronouns. Students say what you mime.

**Worksheets:** Use the worksheets to give practice in reading, writing and reinforcing of vocabulary. Give guidance and support to students as they probably won’t know what the instructions say.

### Production/Output Stage

**Short Dialogue Role Play:** Show the video slide with the volume turned off. Students tell you what they see on screen. Also do a little quiz with students on all the vocabulary learnt.